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Glossary
AD

Analogical Digital

ALG

Application Level Gateway

APN

Access Point Name

APT

Advanced Packaging Tool

AQDRS

Air Quality Detection Regional System

ARPA

Agenzia Regionale per la Protezione Ambientale or Regional Agency for the Environmental
protection

Az

Axle Counter

BETTERCARE Software platform that captures biomedical signals from a wide range of medical devices
CCS

Command and Control System

CI

Critical Infrastructure

Conduit

Communication between zones according to IEC 62443

COP

Centro Operativo Provinciale (Provincial Operation Centre)

CPD

Data Centre

DICOM

Digital Imaging and Communication in Medicine

DDoS

Distributed Denial of Service

DMZ

DeMilitarized Zone

EA

Input/Output Subsystem

EHC

Electronic Health Record

FEA

Field Element Area

FeAK

Field Element Junction Box

FR

Foundational Requirement

FW

Firewall

HIS

Hospital Information System

HL7

Health Level-7 refers to a set of international standards for transfer of clinical and
administrative data between software applications used by various healthcare providers

HVAC

Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning

HW and SW

Hardware and Software

ICU

Intensive Care Unit

ILS

Interlocking System

IoT

Internet of Things

IP

Internet Protocol

ISDN

Integrated Services Digital Network

ISMS

Information Security Management System

KISA

Communication Infrastructure for safety-relevant Applications

LS

Light Signal

MDM

Maintenance and Data Management
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NetApp

SAN NetAPP Storage Area Network

OC

Operations Centre

OCC

Operation Control Centre

OR

Operating Room

O.S.

Operating System

PACS

Picture Archiving and Communication System

RAMS

Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, and Safety as defined in EN 50126

RaSTA

Rail Safe Transport Application

RDBMS

Relational Database Management System

RIS

Radiology Information System

RUPAR

Rete Unitaria della Pubblica Amministrazione del Piemonte or Unitary net of the Public
Administration of the Piedmont

SID

System Identifier Database

SOC

Security Operation Centre

UDP

User Datagram Protocol

UPS

Uninterruptible Power Supply

VLAN

Virtual Local Area Network

ZL

Automatic Route Setting

ZMA

Train Code System
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Executive summary
In this deliverable we consider the specific analysis of the three individual Pilots, Environmental, Railway and
Health, which have different characteristics both in the areas in which they operate and in the safety aspects
that must be taken into account, also in relation to the possible Cascading Effects that can be generated as a
result of computer incidents.
The document describes the different critical infrastructures of the three pilots by paying attention to the
security aspects and the possible consequences that may occur as a result of attacks or incidents on the same
infrastructure of each Pilot or on those directly or indirectly connected.
Following will be described the Pilot’s scenarios and the features that characterize each critical infrastructure
that can be divided into two main sets, the HW and SW features, that can be shared by all pilots and the
specific features that distinguish each pilot:




The first set includes PCs, servers, communications networks, storage for the HW components, O.S.,
firewall, web applications for the SW.
The second set includes the specific features of each domain: electro medical equipment, air pollutant
sensors, railway networks, AIRVALID and ARIACENTRAL (two applications used by ARPA and from
citizens to know the situation of Air Quality), the Interlocking System, the Field Element Area, the
Infusion Pumps, Imaging Equipment, etc.

In order to evaluate possible or real Cascading Effects, it is necessary to distinguish between Inter and Intra
Dependencies, the first being dependency between macro systems, while the latter is related to internal
relationships with the CIs. Based on the definitions of Inter and Intra Dependencies, we have proceeded with
the identification of the possible Cascading Effects of each Pilot
As critical infrastructures can be so different from one to another, it is necessary to focus attention on the
Cascading Effects of generalizable problems, without forgetting however the cascading effects that may be
specific to each single Pilot.
To pursue these goals, a description of the architecture that compiles each infrastructure is provided and
analyses the issues that can be encountered and the consequences.
For the Railway Pilot, a recent incident and its consequences are being analysed, instead for the other two
Pilots it was only possible to proceed with hypothetical analysis of the possible consequences of a cascade
effects of a computer incident.
Finally, we can consider that Critical infrastructures and Cascading Effects have different meanings depending
on the domain of competence such as the components of a system and the interactions between them.
No less important are the territorial and temporal boundaries where interactions occur between the systems
considered and the environment in which they operate and the interactions between the components of the
systems themselves.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Purpose of the document
The purpose of the document is to describe the scenarios of each pilot in detail. Each scenario has its own
characteristics and based on these, appropriate solutions have been identified based on the needs of each
critical infrastructure. For this aim, the Architectures were analysed in more detail, with a list of the
dependencies both Intra and Inter of which we have also carried out an in-depth analysis. Therefore, we used
the analyses previously carried out in WP1 to identify the key components of the CIs and describe the
Cascading Effects and their consequences in the Pilots.
The document also wants to be a kind of guide for choosing the most appropriate solutions to be adopted within
CIPSEC.
As highlighted and detailed before, Critical Infrastructures (CIs) are often linked to a heterogeneous set of
systems and subsystems that manage very different CI aspects.
1

Intra and inter have different meaning according to the Cascading Effect definition, with intra-dependencies we
want to underline the internal bonds of a system while with inter-dependencies instead we emphasize the
relationships between the groups.

1.2 Relation to other project work
D3.4 reports the preliminary intra inter dependencies analysis. These are the inputs used to produce the
document and the corresponding outputs:


D1.1, D1.2 and D1.3, used to retrieve Pilots information, the critical infrastructure context analysis and
assessment of security requirements to be taken.



The outcome of the deliverable will be used by WP4 to adopt the proposed solutions within the project.

1.3 Structure of the document
This deliverable is structured in the following way:


Section 2 describes the Cascading Effects



Section 3 describes the Architecture of the Air Monitoring Pilot.



Section 4 describes the Architecture of the Railway Pilot.



Section 5 describes the Architecture of the Hospital Pilot.



Section 6 describes the Cascading Effects.



Section 7 concludes the deliverable.

1 “ Cascading effects are the dynamics present in disasters, in which the impact of a physical event or the development of an initial technological or human
failure generates a sequence of events in human subsystems that result in physical, social or economic disruption” https://planetrisk.org/index.php/pr/article/download/208/309
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1.4 Methodology
The methodology used in the document was as follows:


Analysis of the cascade factors: what they are, how they have been managed and why their analysis
and knowledge is strategic for the CIPSEC framework.



Description of the architecture of the three different Pilots from the point of view of the Intra and Inter
dependencies.



Analysis of the known Effects Cascading on the three Pilots.
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2 Cascading Effects
The term “cascading effects” is almost used to reference the breakdown or failure of infrastructure
systems/networks that result in subsequent breakdowns or failures of additional infrastructure
systems/networks due to the dependencies between them. However, a number of other terms or labels have
been used in place of “cascading effects” throughout the research with potentially different implications. For
1
example, D. Helbing et al. , describing the Disaster Spreading in Networks have identified a series of elements
that characterise the Spreading conditions such as network topologies and the system parameters and the
optimal recovery strategies and moreover a series of elements that could mark the spreading disasters:


Causal dependencies (directed)



Initial event (internal, external)



Redistribution of loads



Delays in propagation



Capacities of nodes (robustness)



Cascade of failures.

Figure 1 - Causality Network for Thunderstorms
2

The concept of cascading disasters according to P. Haavisto et al. (2013) could be “… a “toppling domino
effect...where one thing leads to another…”.
3

A paper carried out by G. Pescaroli and D. Alexander researchers at the Institute for Risk and Disaster
Reduction, University College London, United Kingdom, have tried to draw up a definition of the cascading
1

http://www.lsa.ethz.ch/news/07.06.20_helbing_cascading.disaster.spreading.pdf

2 http://ibacconference.org/ISS%20&%20MLB%202013/Papers/MLB%202013/2050.pdf
3

https://planet-risk.org/index.php/pr/article/download/208/309
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effects whose consequences must be analysed from a holistic systemic point of view and cannot transcend the
global vision.
Below there is a series of extracts from this work that capture the key aspects of the problem of defining
cascading effects. For example, in the next paragraph it is underlined the importance between physical events
and vulnerabilities
“… a definition was adopted by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 2012). ’Cascading’s not
reported in this organisation’s glossary and disasters are referred as “severe alterations in the normal
functioning of a community or a society due to hazardous physical events interacting with vulnerable social
conditions, leading to widespread adverse human, material, economic, or environmental effects that require
immediate emergency response to satisfy critical human needs and that may require external support for
recovery” (IPCC 2012, p. 558). In this instance, the relationship between society and the physical event is given
more weight than is general disruption. The interaction between physical events and vulnerability is taken into
consideration, and the need for cross-border emergency response is implied. …”

Regarding the mechanism of propagation, we can realise how important critical infrastructures and facilities are
because they act as sources of amplification
“…A relevant source of complexity is the evidence that many disasters are “composite or concurrent”, as for
example when a single earthquake causes” tsunami waves at sea, landslides or avalanches on slopes, dam
failures at reservoirs, and building damage and fires in urban areas” (Alexander 1993, p. 9). In other words, the
relationship between geophysical impact and human vulnerability means that naturally induced effects are
difficult to separate from anthropogenic ones, and the different elements can interact and amplify each other.
This seems to be a vital factor of the definition of cascades. The propagation of the cascade is fundamentally
related to vulnerability. D’Ercole and Metzger (2009) suggested that some particular spaces act as” generators
of vulnerabilities” in social systems. They act by two different mechanisms of propagation, namely, dependency
(function) and localization (space). Thus, it can be argued that critical infrastructures and facilities are important
because they act as sources of amplification...”

A cascade effect can consist of a single large event and / or many small ones whose effects added together,
however, have a significant impact similar to a waterfall but in a non-linear way as described below:
“…The path is non-linear, and branches are visible in terms of sub-disasters. For example, an ’ordinary
‘disaster can stem from an industrial explosion that generates loss of life and injuries, damages other buildings
in the nearby, affects the local economy, and creates other intangible effects such as psychological distress…
“, instead, “…cascading could be perceived as an industrial explosion that affect a chemical supply storage
nearby, which causes a major toxic cloud that becomes a critical emergency (subsidiary disaster) to be manged
on its own… “
The science of networks teaches us how nature has an impact on the lives of human beings more than we
imagine
“.. The eruption of the Icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajökull in April 2010 led to the shut-down of civil aviation over
most of Europe for almost a week. This highlighted the dependency of modern society on functioning global
networks (Alexander 2013). Eight and a half million people were temporarily stranded. there was severe
pressure on other forms of transport and major imbalances occurred in hotel occupancy. Airlines risked
bankruptcy and both tourism and business travel were severely disrupted. International commerce in perishable
goods was disrupted, as was the urgent air freight transportation of medical supplies, including bone-marrow
for transplants.... “Then “… society is entering a new era of global information, characterized by increasing
interdependency, interconnectivity and complexity, and a life in which the real and digital world can no longer
be separated…”
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A European project titled “Modelling of dependencies and cascading effects for emergency management in
crisis situations - CascEff “, tried to define a common glossary and definition of the Cascading Effects
Below you can see a diagram that represents the dependencies between systems in case of cascading effects

Figure 2 - Schematics of the dependencies between systems in case of cascading effects (source
CascEff)
1

According to “Technical definition ”:
Cascading effects are the impacts of an initiating event where
1. System dependencies lead to impacts propagating to other systems, and;
2. The combined impacts of the propagated event are of greater consequences than the root impacts,
and;
3. Multiple stakeholders and/or responders are involved.
Below some other definitions of elements to be considered about Cascading Effects scenarios are shown:

2



Initiating event (initiator) - the first in a sequence of natural (e.g. flood), accidental (e.g. fire) or
intentional (e.g. bombing) events that may affect one or several systems.



Originating system - a system from which a failure propagates to another system.



Dependent system - a system which is negatively affected by a failure in another system.



Impacted system - a system which is negatively affected by either an initiating event, or an event
affecting an originating system.



Dependency - mechanism whereby a state change in one system can affect the state of another
system.



Interdependency - a mutual dependency between two systems, i.e. system A is dependent on system
B and vice versa.



Incident - a chain of events affecting multiple systems.



Cascade order - the number of stages in a propagation from a directly impacted system to a particular
system that is impacted indirectly.

1

G. Reniers, V, Cozzani. (2013): Domino effects in the process industries: modelling, prevention and managing

2

http://casceff.eu/media2/2017/07/Topic1-Cascading-effects.pptx
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Impact - the extent to which a system is affected due to an initiating event or due to a dependency.



Conditions - circumstances that can enable, prevent, aggravate or mitigate dependencies and
impacts.

Different Countries define Critical Infrastructures but classify them differently as reported in 20161028 D1.3
Report on taxonomy of the CI environments.docx p.18.
1

However, Critical Infrastructures can be considered as Complex Adaptive Systems where
“… A working critical infrastructure can be considered a Complex Adaptive System (CAS)2, i.e. macroscopic
collections of simple interacting units (typically in a nonlinear way) that are endowed with the ability to evolve
and adapt to a changing environment. A Complex Adaptive System (CAS) is a dynamic network of many
agents (which may represent cells, species, individuals, firms, nations) acting in parallel, constantly reacting to
what the other agents are doing. The control of a CAS tends to be highly distributed and decentralized. If there
is to be any coherent behaviour of the system, it has to arise from competition and cooperation among the
agents themselves. The overall behaviour of the system is the result of a huge number of decisions taken
simultaneously by many individual agents… “.
Then the CI will have “… Several passive and active sensor systems may be integrated, including video
surveillance, access control (transponder, smartcard, RFID, etc.), intrusion detection (sound, infrared, etc.),
sensing of environmental components (fumes, fire, humidity, temperature, concentration of pollutants, etc.) … a
hypothesis of known scene is also assumed to hold, where a solid model of the surrounding environment is
always available, at the appropriate level of detail… ” Otherwise the architecture should “… support distributed,
fault-tolerant, real-time, non-stop applications. It should even support hot swapping of programs, so that the
code of some agents can be changed without stopping the system…”
Then “…Enforcing information security is a fundamental property for a system whose purpose is to
protect critical infrastructures. Every security failure in a single component may result in a security
breach or crack of the security system and, as a consequence, of the critical infrastructure…”
In conclusion for the motivations and studies carried out in the past and mentioned above, the definition of
3
Cascading Effects expressed by Pescaroli and Alexander can be adopted:
“Moreover, it seems to be correlated with two particular elements: the involvement of critical infrastructure that
increases the cascade effect, and the spread of impacts in the light of pre-existing vulnerabilities that determine
consequent failures…” Hence “… Cascading effects are the dynamics present in disasters, in which the
impact of a physical event or the development of an initial technological or human failure generates a
sequence of events in human subsystems that result in physical, social or economic disruption. Thus,
an initial impact can trigger other phenomena that lead to consequences with significant magnitudes.
Cascading effects are complex and multi-dimensional and evolve constantly over time. They are
associated more with the magnitude of vulnerability than with that of hazards. Low-level hazards can
generate broad chain effects if vulnerabilities are widespread in the system or not addressed properly in subsystems. For these reasons, it is possible to isolate the elements of the chain and see them as individual
(subsystem) disasters in their own right. In particular, cascading effects can interact with the secondary or
intangible effects of disasters… Cascading disasters are extreme events, in which cascading effects
increase in progression over time and generate unexpected secondary events of strong impact. These
tend to be at least as serious as the original event, and to contribute significantly to the overall duration
of the disaster’s effects. These subsequent and unanticipated crises can be exacerbated by the failure of
physical structures, and the social functions that depend on them, including critical facilities, or by the
inadequacy of disaster mitigation strategies, such as evacuation procedures, land use planning and emergency
management strategies. Cascading disasters tend to highlight unresolved vulnerabilities in human society. In
cascading disasters one or more secondary events can be identified and distinguished from the original source
of disaster… “.

1

http://paoluzzi.dia.uniroma3.it/web/pao/doc/critis-FINAL.pdf

2

Waldrop, M.M.: Complexity: The Emerging Science at the Edge of Order and Chaos. Simon & Schuster, New York, NY (1993)

3

https://planet-risk.org/index.php/pr/article/download/208/309
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Then according with the above definitions, CIPSEC will assume as Cascading Effects the following sentence:
Cascading effects are the dynamics present in disasters, in which the impact of a physical event or the
development of an initial technological or human failure generates a sequence of events in human
subsystems that result in physical, social or economic disruption.
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3 Architecture for Air monitoring pilot
In Figure 3, that you can find below, we show the Operation Centre that is located at ARPA: it is a virtual server
hosted on a virtualization infrastructure; it connects to the stations with ISDN using an ISDN access server
located in CSI, using a VLAN dedicated to ARPA and to all the other stations it is connected using the HTTP
proxy of ARPA company.
cmp View - cipsec - Comunicazione tra stazioni e Operation Centre
CSI

fault tolerance
redundancy
phone number and
user/password
authentication

Access
Serv er
ISDN point to point connection

RUPAR
ARPA

Monitoring Station (ISDN)
Station Serv er

ISDN Router

LAN Port

NTP
NTP Serv er

Monitoring Station (ADSL)

Station Serv er

LAN Port

NTP
ADSL Router

Internet

proxy ARPA

NTP
Public NTP
serv er

Public static IP Address

Internet
NTP
Monitoring Station (3G)

Station
Serv er

USB or Serial port

3G Modem

Figure 3 - Communication between Monitoring Stations and Operating Centre

The ISDN connectivity is a point-to-point connection between the ARPA access server and station router, with
verification of the caller's phone numbers and user authentication and password provided by the routers.
The communication technologies used by the stations are different:



fixed stations using an ISDN router



fixed stations using an ADSL router with public and static IP address;




fixed stations using a 3G modem with packet data connection on public APN, but with public dynamic
IP addresses
mobile stations using a 3G modem with packet data connection on public APN, but with public dynamic
IP addresses

The communication devices used are alternatively:



ISDN router, connected to the PC via LAN port;
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ADSL or broadband wireless router, connected to the PC via LAN port;



3G modem connected to the PC via USB or serial.

CSI is connected to ARPA by RUPAR (private network of public administration). Through this network, the
server hosting services and applications of AQDRS system connects to the OC server, located at ARPA. Also
through this network some authorized stations can connect to the OC and, through the OC proxy mechanism,
to the stations.
The elements of the air quality network are interconnected since the data read by the sensor must be able to
reach the OC in order to be able to validate and store. The connectivity between the central unit and the
headquarters enables the collection of information on a computing architecture that can collect data from all the
control units including mobile units. Each control unit is independent of each other and its failure does not affect
the operation of the others. Subsystems are to be considered as single control units, connection networks and
OCs. The possible attack on the communication between the central unit and the central server can determine
the interruption of the transfer of the data and if the data does not reach the headquarters there may be a major
problem. Since the station can only communicate with the central system and is therefore heavily dependent
and can lead to a critical situation that can only be solved by restoring connectivity. In addition, ARPA and CSI
are strongly interconnected since the data collected on the ARPA database is then transferred to the CSI
database. The distributed model allows you to have subsystems able to collect data and store them
independently of the next level. This allows you to store the data even if the subsequent elements, along the
path of information transfer, are temporarily unavailable. This model allows you to recover the previously saved
data to restore the incomplete time series. A critical dependence on the data collection system is the date and
time configuration of the systems that is centralized with the use of NTP server. However, the control unit once
it has acquired the date and time during the initialization, in case of interruption of communication, the air
station keeps the settings previously acquired.
The aim of the CIPSEC project on the air quality network is to protect the monitoring stations and the data
collection Operative Centre. In the monitoring stations it is important to protect the station PC against attacks
from the network connectivity to the outside, thus protecting the routers, modems and PCs.
On the other hand, the OC server is a critical element of the system that must be protected. In particular, it is
necessary to protect both the software that controls the acquisition of information from monitoring stations, and
the databases. It must also be protected the ARPA enterprise infrastructures used as the access server and the
HTTP proxy.
In each CI the dependencies that can be detected can be subdivided between Intra and Inter Dependencies,
Intra Dependencies are those that can be detected within the macro blocks while the Inter dependencies are
those that occur between different CIs.
Recognized the need for protecting both the monitoring stations and the OC, we may with no doubt assess that
the most critical system is the Operations Centre. Indeed, the impact of a potential attack in a monitoring station
is not critical (especially if only one is compromised) on the entire system. However, the fact that the OC
contains all data of the system and also assuming it is located within the infrastructure of ARPA Piedmont,
makes it sensitive to be used for further attacks on the corporate network.
In the above-described cases we have both Intra and Inter dependencies. For example, for the monitoring
station connected to the OC we have an Inter dependence, considering the OC as a macro block and similarly
the monitoring stations as a distinct separate macro block and located in the territory, while for the compromise
situation of data contained within the OC database we face an Intra Dependency since the OC is located within
the ARPA Infrastructure and uses and shares the same computing resources for the rest of ARPA systems
dedicated to other purposes.
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Figure 4 - Operation Centre - Network View Component diagram

In Figure 4 - In the monitoring station the communication devices used are alternately:



ISDN router, connected to the PC via LAN port



ADSL or broadband wireless router, connected to the PC via LAN port



3G modem connected to the PC via USB or serial

The Operation Centre server is a virtual machine running RED HAT Linux 4.4.7.11 server, hosted on physical
servers placed within ARPA.
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Figure 5 - Monitoring station - Physical view

In Figure 5 - The stations are equipped with a PC with 2 hard drives with Raid 1 configuration and redundant
power supply. The PC has two LAN ports, two or more serial ports, USB ports and one or more data acquisition
PCI card with A/D converters, as well as ports and accessories that are normally found in any PC such as a
mouse, keyboard, and monitor. The PC data acquisition boards are accompanied by external wiring boards on
which are connected the wires with the signals to be acquired. The measurement stations are stabilized in
voltage and the PC is equipped with an additional UPS, monitored via USB or serial, to properly handle the
shutdown operations.
The connection between the analysers and the PC station can be implemented in different ways: some
analysers provide measures, process parameters and alarms via LAN or serial port, others only make available
measures and alarms via voltage or current signals.
Analysers with LAN or serial port can be configured and their behaviour can be changed through appropriate
controls, given using the LAN or serial connection. Many monitoring stations are equipped with an Ethernet
switch connected to the second LAN port of the PC. The analysers that can be managed via LAN are
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connected to this switch. Some analysers, although equipped with LAN port, can send the data of the
measurements to the PC via serial port only.
To the switch are also connected some LAN / serial converters, to handle instruments with serial port.
If there are no better ways to read data from the analyser, due to hardware limitations or to the lack of data
ports, a cable connection of voltage output signals (0-10V, 0-5V, 0-1V) or current signals (4-20mA) to the wiring
board is used.
In this case the type of dependencies can only be traced back to Intra Dependencies as they are connections
between the units of each station and its devices. Communications considered above are specific to data
tracking and recording,
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Figure 6 - Monitoring station - Detailed view

In Figure 6 - The OS of the monitoring station PC is RED HAT Linux 4.4.7.11.
Both the OC and the monitoring stations are equipped with a web interface, accessible through the ARPA’s
workstations. The connection to the web interface of the stations from users' workstations can be established
through a proxy mechanism implemented in the OC software, or alternatively, only for the stations with Internet
connection, through the company proxy.
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The user logs on locally to the software via the browser Firefox (actually v3.6.11 to be updated to v55.02),
installed on the station PC. The Web user interface of the station software is exposed on TCP port 55000 and
can be used both by the local browser and remotely. The Operations Centre software periodically polls
(typically every hour) measurement stations for measurements and status information download. For this
purpose, the station software exposes a Web service based on the http protocol, always using the port 55000,
which makes available the information in text format. This Web service also allows you to send the station
some configuration information.
The Operations Centre connects to the stations using HTTP to download information and to display their web
user interface and using SSH for the management of the station operating system and for software updates.
On the Linux operating system it is also used the Comedi library, with related kernel drivers, for the
management of the A/D acquisition boards and the ser2net service to expose the PC serial ports on TCP/IP
sockets.
The software accesses the analysers directly connected on the LAN or via LAN / serial converters or via
ser2net software with TCP/IP protocol. The software can also connect directly to the analysers with serial port
via Datacom API (RxTx implementation).
The Comedi library is used to acquire data and signals from the analysers wired to A/D boards; it is accessed
from Java using JNI technology.
As already mentioned in this case, the type of dependencies can be reported to Intra Dependencies for
communications within the stations and to the Inter Dependencies for communications between the OC and the
monitoring stations.
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Figure 7 - Operation Centre - Component view

In Figure 7 the design of the infrastructure is described from the point of view of the system and application
components. The Operation Centre server hosts a Java VM SE 1.6.0_43 64-bit server that is running the
monitoring network management software, called "AIRCENTRAL." This software uses different Open Source
libraries; to note, for the project, the inclusion of the embedded Web Server Jetty (version 6.1.26) and the
Google Web Toolkit (GWT, version 2.7.0), used to create the Web user interface.
The data and information downloaded from the monitoring stations are placed in a support database (Central
DB), dedicated solely to this application. It also provides to pour out all the measurement, downloaded from the
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stations, in the main database (DB Aria del COP), used by the rest of the AQDRS system. Both databases are
hosted on the server of the Operational Centre, via Postgres 8.4.20. The database DB Aria del COP is also
used by a software for automatic validation, written in C and installed in the same server, and by the application
server of CSI on which many of the AQDRS system applications are hosted. The CSI server accesses the
Operations Centre server via the RUPAR network.
The Web interface of the OC is exposed through HTTP protocol and uses an authentication system by means
of user input and password. The authentication mechanism used is based on a database (DBAUTH), hosted on
a server in CSI.
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4 Architecture for Railway pilot
The main objective of railway transportation is safe operation. Due to this the systems have to fulfil the
requirements of several safety standards (EN 50126, EN 50128, EN 50129) and an admission by the national
safety authority has to be granted. This also applies, if changes to the system are made, which affect safety.
A typical control system in the railway domain consists of several subsystems:


Safety-related components like interlocking, points, switches and axle counters



Assisting systems like train number systems and automated driveway systems



Data management systems as the MDM, the documentation system



Diagnosis systems

Currently these systems are grouped in security zones, which then are secured according to their criticality.
The security analysis is based on ISO 62443 and the resulting measures are derived from ISO 62443-3-3 and
are enhanced by more advanced measures defined by DB Netz. Communication between these zones is done
via standard IP networks. Depending on the levels of the connected zones the communication paths are either
secured by security gateways, which establish an encrypted communication path, or a firewall gateway, which
filters the communication via whitelisting.
Besides this all components are logging their system states and transmit these logs to the MDM for analysis.
The results of this analysis are then transferred to the DB Netz security operations centre, where analysts can
investigate on possible attacks and initiate countermeasures if needed. Currently plans are developed to
include IDS systems in each interlocking network to enhance the detection capabilities.
Furthermore, the results of system analyses are later on used as input for the information security management
system, which is based on ISO 27001. The ISMS also can introduce new controls to the control systems if the
threat landscape changes.
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Figure 8 - Railway System Design
In this illustration of the system design redundancy is omitted. Multiple OCs are presented as there are a
number of field elements to steer in a single Field Element Area (FEA). For redundancy, they are organized in a
ring topology with switches (angular boxes) and routers (round boxes). The relation between OC and field
element is usually one-to-one. Security boxes have been added to every OC (depicted as locks) in the FEA
within a junction box (labelled FeAk). They provide the system with encryption capabilities and the possibility for
basic filtering and DoS prevention rules. The capabilities are required for securing conduits between zones with
equal SLs. The boxes are based on a ruggedized and hardened hardware platform. As they are completely
separated from the safety functionality, they can be applied as a replacement of switch components in the
interlocking network and even be introduced during system upgrades. The security terminates in the security
box; thus the safety hardware needs to be protected by physical measures. The FEA junction boxes are thus
physically protected by “housing alerts” that trigger an alarm to prohibit attackers from tampering with the
system.
In the Technology Centre, a termination point for the field element encryption is introduced. Also, several zones
with different SLs have to be connected, e.g., the interlocking system has to be connected to the maintenance
and data management subsystem (MDM) with different SL.
To tackle this challenge, an application layer gateway (ALG) is utilized as a central entity of the Technology
Centre. This device is configured to only allow desired connections between zones. Via packet inspection
mechanisms malicious code can be identified. If zones of different SL are connected, the allowed
communication can be limited via white-list filtering on different layers. If anomalous behaviour is detected the
ALG reports this to the Security Operation Centre (SOC), where an operator can decide what actions have to
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be taken. In certain cases, the separation of a zone from the rest of the network (quarantine) may be needed,
which then can be realized by the ALG. Upon the detection of new attack scenarios, the operator also has the
possibility to change the rule set and filtering of the ALG to mitigate the new attack.
On the operational layer the SOC has been extended by a Security and Information Event Management (SIEM)
system besides elements for system management, such as PKI, domain name service, network time server,
and a directory service. The SIEM system aggregates information from every component and analyses it for
possible attacks. If it detects a possible attack the security operator is informed, starts with further investigation
on the issue, and finally performs some action to solve it.
As the provisioning of security requires the application of tools and methods on a sustained basis, a process
based approach is implemented to ensure a constant level of security. For this a patch management process
has been developed. Changes to components are first checked in a simulated environment for quality
assurance before they are applied to the operational components. For a rapid reaction to attacks, the rule sets
of the ALG and security boxes can be altered to mitigate the vulnerability until a patch can be applied.
Furthermore, processes for incident management and an Information Security Management System (ISMS)
have been implemented. Upon the detection of an anomaly it is checked against a database of known incidents
and relevant actions are applied. For unclassified anomalies, forensics is performed to determine the relevant
reaction. After solving the incident, the findings are used as input for the ISMS to enhance the security
processes.
By having added security features to the communication channel of the safety building blocks, the architecture
allows to control that strict safety requirements such as availability and timeliness are still met. The
communication channel is transparent to the safety system such that the security blocks can be updated
independently and without affecting the safety homologation process. The decoupling of safety and security still
requires to make the physical gap between them as small as possible (e.g., on the same circuit board), to avoid
attacks just behind the security component.

4.1 Intra/Inter-dependencies with other CIs or systems
4.1.1 Intra
The different parts of a railway system are strongly interrelated and highly dependent on each other. In
addition, it should be said that all elements of the railway pilot are connected by different open and closed
networks and therefore also have dependencies to the properties of these systems. The interlocking core
system (ESTW-ZE, Auxiliary Systems), operating centre, track-side equipment (bundled in FEA), monitoring
system (MDM, Documentation System), Security Centre and open and closed networks can be found as
subsystems.
The Security Centre monitors and regulates all communication sent over open and closed Networks. If it is
compromised by an attacker, the other ILS systems are not directly affected and continue to operate. Only the
different monitoring information might be lost and the attacker might get insight into the system. Since all
communication of the subsystems is based on networks, all of these are highly dependent on the network
equipment which is monitored by the Security Centre. Therefore, the subsystems are not directly dependent on
the Security Centre, but the effectiveness of this is strongly dependent on the input of the subsystems of the
ILS.
The interlocking core system (ESTW-ZE, Auxiliary Systems) is directly linked to the operation layer (operating
centre, etc.), track-side equipment (switches, light, and signals), monitoring system and the security centre
through different interfaces (ALG, KISA modules). In case of a failure of these systems, driveway planning
cannot be continued and the entire train traffic in the area of the ILS is led into a failsafe state. This results in a
severe impairment of train traffic.
The Auxiliary Systems are linked to the ESTW-ZE and send it various information, for example, train numbers
from the Train Number System which reads and checks the numbers of trains. These two systems are
connected over a closed Network. Nevertheless, a loss of these systems only limits the capacity of the ESTWZE and does not stop it. Therefore, the ESTW-ZE is weakly dependent on the Auxiliary Systems, but not the
other way around.
The connection between interlocking core system and the operating centre is characterized by an open
Network. Various firewalls and security gateways are used to mitigate the threats from this network. If an
attacker succeeds in gaining control over the interlocking core system, he may pass the wrong information to
the operating centre, which in turn can lead to incorrect decisions. In addition, an attacker could block
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communication between the two elements (such as DDoS attacks), which would result in the ESTW-ZE taking
over the driveway planning and reservation for a limited time. If the communication is not restored after a
limited amount of time, the system switches to a failsafe state and thus massively affects the train traffic.
Therefore, the connection between interlocking core system and operating centre is highly time-critical and the
systems are highly dependent on each other.
The interlocking core system and the track-side equipment are also highly interdependent. The two elements
are connected over an open Network. The track-side equipment is grouped in Field Element Areas (FEA). If an
attacker gains control over such an FEA, he could send false information to the interlocking core system
causing confusion. The field elements are secured with safety methods, so the control over an FEA does not
necessarily mean that these unsafe conditions occur. However, if an attacker controls the interlocking core
system and sends credible messages to the field elements, this could lead to safety critical situations. The
interlocking core system and the track-side equipment are also strongly interdependent.
The dependencies between ESTW-ZE and MDM (or monitoring system) amount to the exchange of logging
data. These data are necessary for the attacker analysis as well as for checking the functioning of the individual
elements. Therefore, ESTW-ZE and Monitoring System (MDM) are directly connected via an ALG on a closed
Network. Since the connection is only about logging data, the ESTW-ZE is not necessarily dependent on the
monitoring system, the monitoring system and the effectiveness of this is however strongly dependent on the
ESTW-ZE.
In addition, an interlocking core system is weakly dependent on the neighbouring ILS. If a neighbouring ILS
fails for different reasons, the currently observed ILS is limited only by the fact that no more trains can be
routed to the neighbouring ILS.
The monitoring system (MDM, Documentation System) of the ILS is dependent on each of the subsystems
because it collects and evaluates the information from each part element in the form of logging data. The
effectiveness of this element depends on the correctness of the logging data. The connections between the
parts and the monitoring system consist of closed and open networks. If a subsystem is to be taken over by an
attacker and send corrupted information through the networks (open or closed), the monitoring system should
recognize it and report it to the operating centre. Therefore, the dependency of the monitoring system is onesided, the individual elements are not directly dependent on the monitoring system.
As described in the upper paragraphs, the functionality of the entire interlocking system depends on open and
closed networks. If these are compromised in any way and essential subsystems lose, or receive corrupted
information, this can lead to serious impairments of the train traffic. The CIPSEC framework will support
important aspects, such as the DDoS detection by Atos XL-SIEM, the detection of jamming attacks by
Worldsensing and the Honeypot system from FORTH. These can, for example, help prevent a connection loss
between the operating centre and the interlocking core system caused by an attacker. The solution provided by
Bitdefender can protect the system against malicious data and an attacker who wants to gain insight into the
system. In general, the CIPSEC framework will help detect and prevent attacks on the railway system

4.1.2 Inter
The various critical infrastructures of the transportation sector, such as air-, water-. rail- or road- transportation,
are becoming increasingly digitally dependent. This happens through the growing connectivity of systems and
the significant increase for data in the networks. Thus, as already described in Deliverable D1.3, the abovementioned areas of the Transportation Sector and thus the Railway CI are heavily dependent on the ICT
Communication Sector. Even minor failures of the network equipment or of computer systems can have serious
effects on the availability of the systems.
In addition, the Railway CI depends on energy providers. A large proportion of train control systems operate
electrically, most trains are electric and large parts of the infrastructure are based on electrical elements.
Failures in the power supply can have dramatic consequences. Although there are various emergency systems
that provide power for a limited time, this would severely limit the availability of Railway CI.
Further dependencies of the transportation sector on other sectors, such as the manufacturing sector or the
chemical industry sector, are described in more detail in Deliverable D1.3.
As the transportation sector is not only about passenger transport but also includes the transport of goods,
failures of this sector have far-reaching consequences on almost all other sectors described in Deliverable
D1.3. In particular, in the event of a breakdown in the CI railway, certain goods could no longer be transported,
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which would mean that other sectors would have to expect delays in the transport of goods or have to resort to
other variants of the transportation sector. Effects in this case are discussed in 6.2.2 Analysis of the Rastatt
incident in more detail.
In general, the availability of Railway CI depends on the ICT Communications and the Energy Sector. Defaults
in one of the two sectors would have a large impact on the Railway CI and therefore on almost all other sectors
which rely on their services.
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5 Architecture for Hospital pilot
As presented in the deliverable D3.2, we can determine three types of architecture depending on the nature of
the different subsystems related to them. One dedicated to the electro medical equipment capable to importexport data (Figure 9), another one referred to the Industrial IoT non-clinical subsystems used in clinical areas
(Figure 10), and a third one associated to the Industrial IoT non-clinical subsystems used for general facility
purposes (Figure 11).
As represented in Figure 9, Medical devices, due to the multiplicity of brands, models and communication
proprietary protocols, require the use of various intermediate associated modules to ensure its safe interfacing;
for example, the respirator is connected to the hemodynamic monitor through one of these modules, acting as
a data-captor. In parallel, the information obtained by both devices is sent to a central platform, called BETTER
CARE server, where all the clinical parameters are being managed in real time, offering the possibility to be
monitored jointly from a PC convenience when accessing the history of the patient's history

Figure 9 - Architecture for the electromedical devices used in clinical areas
With respect to the infrastructure represented in Figure 10, the Smart Server should be understood as a
gateway between the IT network of the Clinic and a network wired up to the modules that govern the
illumination of the critical care unit patient room, so that the alerts given by the server of the patient can be
interpreted as alarms to govern the different home automation scenarios (lamps, blinds and electro polished
glass)
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Figure 10 - Industrial IoT non-clinical subsystems used in clinical areas
For the infrastructure represented in Figure 9, Figure 10 and Figure 11 there are several computers that,
through their specific servers, must be remotely accessible by their respective providers for preventive
maintenance, updates, upgrades, and for this reason, each environment must have its specific VLAN controlled
for a firewall This first FW (level 4) has the mission of ensuring internal security between the VLANs
themselves, preventing one from being able to access one another. In addition, there is a second FW (level 7)
that is responsible for giving an extra degree of security over the first when limiting access to the outside of the
devices and their access from outside. Both FWs, from different brands and suppliers, have redundant security
policies in order to reinforce their function so that any possible vulnerability of one of them can be supported by
the other.
For some years now, the hospital has opted for virtualization of VMWARE to allow server deployments in a
much smaller time than if they were physical. The physical servers as such have been reduced to very specific
situations: very old servers that are pending upgrade technology or servers that require highly specific
hardware resources for the applications that use them (for example when there is a lot of processing load of
image).
Although it is not included in the logical diagrams presented, these systems consisting of a FW Lan, a FW
Internet and the various virtualized Servers are duplicated in two independent Data Processing Centres
configured in high availability to avoid service cuts in case of bankruptcy ensuring the immediate functionality of
all connected devices.
In general, the operating systems used by all the referenced servers are Windows or Linux
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Figure 11 - Industrial IoT non-clinical subsystems used for general facility purposes
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6 Cascading Effects Analysis on CIPSEC’s Pilots
6.1 Cascading effects analysis current situation Air Monitoring
This paragraph would describe the current situation of the Air Monitoring Infrastructure pointing out the possible
cascading effects that could affect the infrastructure and the related systems.
We have individuated 5 main points
1.

A Single Point Failure

2.

The cascading effects due to IP and/or Services exposed on the internet

3.

Attacks onto the Perimeter Protection System (FW DMZ etc.)

4.

Attacks or Failure detected on the Network Components (Jamming attacks)

5.

Failure or attacks on External Sensors

CSI is partially involved into ARPA’s infrastructure evolution (just for RUPAR network and Access Server
already in fault tolerance) because ARPA leads all-other-parts state of the art and improvement by itself. This
could be a point of failure in case of single point dysfunction, in fact:







ISDN out of order related to signal off make internal communication down
ADSL line with public IP is exposed to various internet attacks: systems compromise and/or Denial Of
Service could frequently happen
Actually there’s no internal APT monitoring system to detect malwares activities between servers involved.
Network devices involved (firewall and gateway included) may suffer DDoS attacks, slowing or interrupting
networks job pending.
Web portals need to be periodically analysed by Vulnerability scanner to discover vulnerabilities and avoid
web damage (e.g. defacements).

We analyse the cascading effects in AQDRS architecture, in these scenarios we study the chain of events in
the CSI, ARPA and AQDRS architecture to find out how a failure in the system can affect other elements in the
whole system considering any possible cascading effect by enabling the figures of the infrastructure.

6.1.1 Analysis of the communication channels
This section describes the inter and intra dependencies for the communication channels established between
the Monitoring Station and Operation Centre and between the Operation Centre and the whole Air Quality
Network (represented in Figure 3 and Figure 4Figure 4).
Inter Dependencies
1. Loss of coverage of 3G connection : The effect is that data on the COP is not stored. If there is a loss
of 3G signal coverage on the Operation Centre an icon indicates connection problems. It expects the
signal to resume or send a technician to verify the problem. When the connection is reactivated the
data is downloaded to the COP. In this case, the cascade effect would be that a system integrated by
several equipments is left without functionality by the disconnection of one of such equipments.
2. ADSL fault: The effect is that data on the COP is not stored. If there is a loss of connection on the
central an icon indicates connection problems. It expects the signal to resume or send a technician to
verify the problem. When the connection is reactivated the data is downloaded to the COP.
3. ISDN fault : The effect is that data on the COP is not stored. If there is a loss of connection on the
central an icon indicates connection problems. It expects the signal to resume or send a technical
operator to verify the problem. When the connection is reactivated the data is downloaded to the COP.
4. Proxy ARPA unavalability: This problem is only tied to 3G or ADSL station but in a potential
unavailability it is possible to supply a duplicate proxy to ensure the service availability as a result of a
potential problem with the primary proxy. The replacement mechanism can be provided automatically
by means of special fail-over protocols. However, the data must be collected until the proxy system
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5.

6.

7.

8.

resumes its normal operation due to the loss of time series of data. Due to the lack of automatic data
distribution tools in the event of a proxy fall as cascading effect there is the inability to access to the
collected data.
DDOS attack to network devices: A denial-of-service is a deliberate action aimed at saturating the
resources of a computer system that provides a service to the clients connected to it. A distributed
denial-of-service as the same purpose but on a much larger scale. The attack guidelines are many
(distributed on the Net), and the strategy used is much more effective: by getting the false access to
online resources that are targeted simultaneously by multiple nodes, there is a greater chance that the
attack will finish successfully in a small amount of time. Since a DDoS attack needs a great sync, it is
likely to be carried out by a small number of hacker. As cascading effect there is an interruption of
communications between two or more nodes in the network. In the event that a network device of our
own interest is the subject of a DDoS attack, there are very few possibilities for user intervention in
some way. Only system administrators, in fact, will be able to mitigate the effects of an attempt to make
the computer environment unstable under their control. Various countermeasures, more or less
effective, can be put in place.
Attack to ISDN line: the network activity starts the ISDN line and stop when network activity ceases. In
this case, the improper use of the ISDN, as cascading effect, would lead to a failure to detect sensor
data only where there are ISDN connection units. Using different hardware architectures and different
connections’ technologies (ISDN, ASDL, 3G ...) allows us to increase the heterogeneity and the
difficulty with which a possible attack can be successfully completed.
Transit data authentication phase: Using unsafe channels for data transfer could allow, as cascading
effect, to read information about system access such as user data and passwords. In order to avoid
clear data transfer, it is advisable to enable encryption protocols in order to provide not easy reading to
those who are currently listening to our transit data channel.
Process of data validation using specific application in a insecure zone out-of-office i.e using pc at
home: it may happen that by using portable computing systems, some processes related to the data
validation chain may occur in an insecure context, such as in our home where security is not subject to
specific controls as it does on our company. If a validation process can take place without the
necessary control and as cascading effect the results of these validation processes are not reliable.

Intra Dependencies
1. Alteration of analyzer signals. The instrument could be calibrated badly. The measuring instrument is
a physical system built on the basis of theories and technologies appropriate for obtaining information
about other physical systems with which it is interacting. A measurement can be made by direct
comparison with the unit of measure or by means of a special, more or less complex system, suitably
calibrated. An appropriate validation application may indicate incorrect sensor sampling. As cascading
effect, if abnormalities are not detected, they can lead to misguided policy choices, as the introduction
of a new law, new rules of behaviour on citizens, and legal decisions that conflict with reality since the
truth is unknown.
2. Password theft: Theft of access keys can take place in many ways. Once the data collection system
password has been obtained, the attacker can act remotely or locally. In addition, the distributed air
quality network environment makes it difficult to monitor physical environments and therefore access
control wherever there is air quality network equipment. As a consequence of the theft of the access
keys, an attacker can have access to the database and can damage as well as modify or delete the
data damaging the time series observed.
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6.1.2 Analysis of the Monitoring Station
Two analysis has been carried out for the Monitoring Station. The first one corresponds to the inter and the
intra dependencies for the physical view of the Monitoring Station (represented in Figure 5). The second
analysis was carried out for the Monitoring Station at the service level (represented in Figure 6)

6.1.2.1

Monitoring Station (physical layer)

Inter Dependencies
1. If the Analysers have a failure we can’t receive any kind of the data.
Intra Dependencies
1. UPS breaking: UPS is an electrical apparatus that provides emergency power when the main power
fails. So if the UPS does not work when the primary energy source fails, it results in failure to acquire
the data from the sensors. If both the hard disks have a failure at the same time the data of the
measurement can’t be stored and transmitted to the OC, causing the final loss of data.
2. The analyser acquires in two modes, analogue or serial, and the connection to the PC station is done
with three modes: switch, switch and MOXA and AD converter. We can have different scenarios in
case of failure :
a. If the Ethernet Switch has a failure we could lose the LAN Air Anlyser and of the Serial LAN
Analyser (connected to the Ethernet Switch by MOXA),
b. If the Advantech Card has a failure we would lose the data received from the Signal Air
Analyzer.
3. We can also have problems on the correct configuration of the instruments located in the station and if
an instruments doesn’t have the correct features it would send incorrect data or in the worst case
scenario we don’t receive any data (for example baud rate misaligned).

6.1.2.2

Monitoring Station (service layer)

Inter Dependencies
1. DDOS attack to network devices from pc to air quality collection units:
It is fair to point out that the separation of ARPA and CSI Piemonte networks has not been adequately
supported, since control of access to computer services was still thought as if the two networks were
subject to the same authority. In addition, the daemons of the acquisition processes, as far as available
on dedicated networks, must have interposed specific security measures, i.e. firewalls, in order to limit
damage in the event of an attack to network devices and protect the data server where the air quality
measures reside.
2. The ability to access via SSH does not eliminate the risk of leaving the user and password somewhere
and this allows an attacker to take remote control of the computer. For this purpose, you should not use
login with user and password and use the certificates to sign in. Certificates should be password
protected. You should then disable logins with the password and memorize key passphrases using a
specific application.
3. Using webapps, as 55000, brings as a consequence in a series of attacks analysed by the Open Web
1
Application Security Project (OWASP), an open-source application security project . The first 10 types
of attacks are as follows:
a. Injection: Injection Flaws, such as SQL, OS and LDAP injection occur when untrusted data is sent
to an interpreter as part of a command query.
b. Broken Authentication and Session Management: Application functions related to authentication
and session management are often implemented incorrectly, allowing attackers to compromise
password, keys, session tokens or to exploit other implementation flaws to assume other users'
identities.

1 https://www.owasp.org/index.php/Main_Page
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c.

Sensitive Data Exposure: Many web applications and APIs do not properly protect sensitive data.
Attackers may steal or modify such weakly protected data.

d. XML External Entity (XXE): Many older or poorly configured XML processors evaluate external
entity references within XML documents.
e. Broken Access Control: Restrictions of what authenticated users are allowed to do are not properly
enforced.
f.

Security Misconfiguration: Security misconfiguration is the most common issue in the data, which is
due in part to manual or ad hoc configuration (or not configuring at all), insecure default
configurations, open S3 buckets, misconfigured HTTP headers and other components.

g. Cross-site Scripting (XSS): XSS Flaws occur whenever an application includes untrusted data in a
new web page without proper validation or escaping or updates an existing web page with the user
supplied data using a browser API that can create JavaScript.
h. Insecure Deserialization: Insecure Deserialization flaws occur when an application receives hostile
serialized objects.
i.

Using Components with Known Vulnerabilities: Components, such as libraries, frameworks and
other software modules, run with the same privileges as the application.

j.

Insufficient Logging and Monitoring: Insufficient logging and monitoring, coupled with the missing or
ineffective integration with incident response allows attackers to further attack systems, maintain
persistence, pivot to more systems, and tamper, extract or destroy data.

Figure 12 - Application Security Risks - OWASP source

6.1.3 Analysis of the operation centre
This section described the analysis of the inter and intra dependencies of the operation centre for the Air
monitoring infrascture (as shown in Figure 7).
Inter Dependencies
1. Web portal intrusion attempt
2. Malware presence
3. If one of the portals used from the ARPA technicians or from the private citizens to look at the data of the
ARQ monitoring Network has a failure we can have different problems such as the lack of justification for
the rules of blocking automobile traffic or the order to turn off heating systems in the home of citizen and so
on.
4. ARPA has a direct connection to the RDBMS server through a sw developed in C language, called
Validatore Interattivo (AirValid) that is used to validate the daily received data . This activity must be daily
guaranteed and is assured using the SW installed on each department in a single pc and must be available
the data sent from the Monitoring stations.
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5. Connection based on SID string. : The Oracle System ID or SID, is a unique value required for all clients to
connect to the Oracle database. The Oracle listener listens to port 1521 and resolves incoming connections
depending on the requested database; listener allows you to serve different databases and in some cases,
it allows to launch DoS attacks against the server. There is a lot of documentation on how to get Oracle
1
Sid, for example in this website .
General consideration:
1. Any software failure, such as a bug or a no-suitable configuration allowing some kind of malicious access,
in the system could affect all the sw components.
2. As Infrastructure Nodes are interconnected, any malfunctions resulting from incorrect configurations,
misleading or unauthorized access may pose a threat to other nodes.
3. Because of SW obsolescence such as drivers or because of failure to update S.O, the CI may be exposed
to attacks such as zero-day attacks
4. Any attack coming from the Internet side such as DoS, DDoS, sniffing or other cyber attacks can affect the
whole system and make some part of the architecture to fail.
5. A directed attack (local or remote) to a monitoring station can cause data loss and data compromise or
cause intrusion into other parts of the system
6. It has been noticed that the anti-intrusion system could generate false positives for which an alarm could be
underestimated while indicating the actual damage to the station, and hence cause failure to detect
possible intrusions
7. The router which is used to connect wirelessly with the temprature sensor must be protected otherwise all
information gathered by sensors can not be trusted. Note: that the temperature sensor is one of the devices
represented in box called security

1

https://hackmag.com/uncategorized/looking-into-methods-to-penetrate-oracle-db/
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6.2 Cascading effects analysis current situation Railway
6.2.1 Analysis of the interlocking network architecture
For the analysis of cascading effects, the current architecture of railway interlocking networks is used that is
depicted in Figure 13.

Figure 13 - Architecture of railway interlocking network
The architecture is separated in three levels that are analysed in the following from bottom to top. The layers
communicate via networks that are part of the analysis. The analysis considers the unavailability of one
component independently from the reason of the outage. Reasons may be failures or targeted attacks on the
component.

6.2.1.1

Field Element Layer

The field element layer consists of Object Controllers (OC) that translate digital commands into steering signals
for the field elements that are mainly signals, points, and train detection systems. The OCs are spatially
grouped in the extent of one railway station and are connected via a redundant local area network (LAN). Thus,
the outage of one or more OCs or the utilized LAN is limited to one station and cannot spread directly to other
areas to cause harm. However, there are several possibilities of indirect influence. As trains run from station to
station, they will transfer delays to other trains that might not run through the original station. With this, a larger
area than one station would be affected. OCs can only communicate in their respective field element area with
a dedicated interlocking. However, interlockings do communicate across the borders of a station. Via this
detour, an attack on OCs could influence other stations as well. Additionally, the types of OCs and field
elements is not diverse as there are only few manufacturers. This opens the possibility that a given attack
works on many stations due to the utilization of the same hardware. Once such an attack is found, it can be
performed on multiple railway stations in parallel in order to have greater effect.

6.2.1.2

Interlocking Layer

On the interlocking layer, a centralized logic (realized as a computer in modern interlocking systems) enforces
the dependencies between the field elements of the lower area that are required for safe train operation. E.g. a
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signal cannot be set to “clear” in case the tracks located behind it are occupied to avoid collisions A successful
attack on the interlocking system (ILS) would paralyze an entire station, because one interlocking system is
responsible for the area of one station. There are no redundant spare systems available that could immediately
take over operation. The ILS communicates via defined interfaces with their neighbouring ILS (depicted left and
right of the centred ILS in Figure 13) over a wide area network. Therefore, there are already firewalls and virtual
private networks (VPN) established at the logical borders of the ILS (locks in Figure 13). The IT security
protection makes an expansion of an attack via this channel unlikely. However, as trains run from station to
station, delays and disruptions may be transferred to a larger area than one station during railway operation.
Similar to the Object Controllers, there are only few manufacturers of interlocking systems. In fact, they are the
same manufacturers as current interlockings are delivered as a monolithic block. The limited amount of
interlocking and object controller types could make a significant fraction of Germany’s railway infrastructure
vulnerable. If on one of the types, an attacker might be able to execute it in many railway stations across
Germany. This can have impact on several stations and would render them unavailable until they are restored.
Depending on the manufacturer, this is not limited to Germany as a country, as many manufacturers operate in
several countries and sell similar products.
There are more systems located in the interlocking area. One is a management system from which the
configuration of the OCs is rolled out. Again, an incident located there would be limited to the scope of one
station. A second system documents all actions and is legally required in order to recover evidence in case of
an accident. An attack on this system would not have direct consequences on operation but might falsify
evidence.

6.2.1.3

Operational Layer

The operational layer consists of seven Operation Control Centres (OCC) distributed over Germany. From each
of the OCCs a defined area of interlockings (i.e. stations) is remotely operated. The OCCs are not designed to
take over the operation of another OCC that is unavailable because of whatever reason. To mitigate the
consequences of an OCC outage or a connection loss between OCC and ILS, the ILS are able to operate
without supervision for a limited time of 30 minutes. After this time, a traffic controller is able to operate the ILS
locally. With this scheme, it is not easy to disrupt train operation in a large part of Germany by shutting down an
OCC, as it has already been proven. In the past, some OCCs had to be evacuated due to fire alarms or bomb
threats, while train operation remained close to normal.

6.2.1.4

Possible Solutions

Figure 14 - Security for safety shell
As can be seen in Figure 14 the interlocking network already follows a hierarchical architecture, which helps to
limit an attack’s area of effect through segmentation and isolation. Firewalls are used to shield the logical
network zones from the wide area network. The railway domain is well advanced in safety processes that deal
with sudden failure of any component. This makes it difficult for an attacker to cause severe damage. The
consequences of a targeted outage are analysed in the next section that provides a case study of a recent
incident. In most cases, attacks (security) cannot be distinguished from failures (safety), because the outcome
looks similar. It unveils itself as unavailability of a component. Thus, many attacks are mitigated by the already
established safety processes. E.g. a denial of service attack manifests itself equally as the failure of the
component and will be compensated by operational regulations.
Nevertheless, the interlocking networks and components need to be protected against attacks. This can be
performed with the security for safety shell concept depicted in Figure 14. It shows that safety mechanisms
have to be secured by an outer security shell. This is necessary, due to strong safety regulations for railway
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operation. The concept eases the required proof of freedom of interference. This means that for any security
solution it must be shown that it makes train operation not riskier than it is currently accepted by the society.
Mechanisms to make interlocking networks more resilient can be: authenticating the communication between
ILS and OC, harden OCs against physical attacks, provide network entities with a tamper-resistant identity that
can be used for authentication, or shield entities against malicious traffic going through their communication
network.

6.2.2 Analysis of the Rastatt incident
Just recently, a major incident of infrastructure unavailability happened to the German railway network and was
extensively reported in German media. In the proximity of Rastatt, a city in the south-west of Germany, ongoing
construction work on a tunnel, that was supposed to cross below existing railway tracks of the Rheintalbahn,
caused the surface to subside and rendered the tracks impassable. Consequently, the tracks were closed from
th
nd
12 August 2017 to 2 October 2017 for a duration of 51 days. The railway line, which connects Karlsruhe and
Freiburg, is part of the Trans-European Networks (TEN) and has great importance for the freight traffic and
supply of southern Europe with good from harbours in the Netherlands like Rotterdam. Also, many passenger
trains pass Rastatt on a daily basis as this is the major route to Switzerland and transit to the north of Italy. In
1
total more than 200 trains use the section per day . For this amount of traffic, an ad-hoc solution had to be
found very quickly. The incident was not foreseen, such that plan was not available.

Figure 15 - Map showing the location of the incident and its proximity

Due to the rich media coverage, this incident can be used to estimate the consequences of an outage of other
important railway assets, like major connection lines or the most important stations of a railway network. In the
case of the Rastatt tunnel, the source was an accident during construction. However, we expect the

1

https://www.swr.de/swraktuell/bw/bahn-stellt-zeitplan-vor/-/id=1622/did=20147072/nid=1622/1k825q6/index.html
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consequences to be comparable to the results of an attack on the railway Command and Control System (CSS)
that is the foundation of the protection architecture developed in CIPSEC. It is likely that an attacker can
provoke similar or even heavier consequences. He can study the interconnection of the railway infrastructures
beforehand and can select his point of attack according to the desired effect. In addition, the attack might not
be limited to a single target. Multiple targets can cause even more disruption in the railway transportation
network.
We divide the consequences into primary and secondary consequences. Primary being the shift in the modal
share away from the railway system to road traffic and inland water transportation, which both are also
considered as Critical Infrastructures (CI). Secondary consequences comprise the remaining reported
consequences, in particular the supply shortage of several goods that are important for other CIs.

6.2.2.1

Primary effect on rail traffic

Due to the track closure, five high-speed train lines had to be cancelled entirely or partly between Karlsruhe
and Freiburg. Passengers on this route had to take the bus between Rastatt and Baden-Baden. Their journey
1
time was extended by approximately one hour . Three international train connections (between Germany and
2
France) had to be diverted, with several stops cancelled . Local trains were completely cancelled, such that
34
travellers had to use other means of transport (mainly road traffic). This concerned 20.000 travellers per day .
Final cost for passenger trains cannot be estimated up to now. However, railway operators might offer owners
5
of monthly and weekly tickets 50% compensation on the ticket price .
Several sources report that only 10% to 20% of freight traffic could be handled via alternative routes in
678
Germany, France and Austria . The remaining cargo carried via other means, retained until the route became
available again, or not transported at all. In total, half of the exchange of goods between the north of Europe
9
and Italy happens via the railroad along the river Rhine . For the alternative routes that were not built to bear a
lot of traffic, the diversions meant an increase of up to 40 trains per day including higher noise pollution for the
10
residents close to the routes . Not being built for this high amount for traffic implies lower speed limits and
additional delay due to longer journey times. Higher traffic creates more wear on the infrastructure and
therefore reduces lifetime that will induce higher maintenance cost over the upcoming years. Some alternative
routes were not equipped with an overhead line such that diesel-powered locomotives were required on them,
which have to be provided. Most of the freight trains normally run with electric power.
The effects did not only strike Germany’s state-owned passenger and cargo rail companies of Deutsche Bahn.
11
In addition, the Swiss’ rail company SBB was concerned. With a market share of 41% in Germany’s cargo
sector, also private transport enterprises were affected that offer their transportation services to customers. An
association of railway operators estimates the weekly loss of cargo operators to 12-20 Million Euro. Two cargo
railway operators were threatened by insolvency due to the loss of orders. Final costs for cargo operators are
12
estimated to be more than 100 Million Euro .

1

https://inside.bahn.de/tunnel-rastatt-sperrung/

2

https://www.bahn.de/p/view/service/aktuell/fernverkehr.shtml

3

http://www.sueddeutsche.de/auto/rheintalbahn-wie-ein-tunnelbau-zum-desaster-fuer-die-bahn-wurde-1.3637637

4

https://www.suedkurier.de/nachrichten/baden-wuerttemberg/Horrorszenarien-in-Rastatt-Wirklichkeit-geworden-In-Stuttgart-waere-das-derSuper-Gau;art417930,9395754
5

https://www.swr.de/swraktuell/bw/bahn-stellt-zeitplan-vor/-/id=1622/did=20147072/nid=1622/1k825q6/index.html

6

http://www.swp.de/ulm/nachrichten/suedwestumschau/bahn-sperrung-bei-rastatt_-das-muessen-sie-jetzt-wissen-15579390.html

7

http://www.ka-news.de/region/rastatt/tunnel-rastatt./Tunnel-Rastatt-Havarie-bringt-bis-zu-zwei-Jahre-Verzoegerung;art6216,2126427

8

http://www.rp-online.de/wirtschaft/streckensperrung-trifft-wirtschaft-aid-1.7043817

9

http://www.taz.de/!5442743/

10

https://www.swr.de/swraktuell/bw/gueterverkehr-wird-ueber-gaeubahn-umgeleitet/-/id=1622/did=20228654/nid=1622/1gr7w82/index.html

11

http://www.n-tv.de/wirtschaft/Rheintal-Chaos-lenkt-Verkehrsstroeme-um-article20000280.html

12

http://www.rp-online.de/wirtschaft/streckensperrung-trifft-wirtschaft-aid-1.7043817
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6.2.2.2

Primary effect on road traffic

It could be observed that passengers as well as freight transport was shifted to the road starting with the
unavailability of the train route. The section of autobahn A5 that runs parallel to the Rheintalbahn tracks is one
1
of Germany’s most utilized roads with more than 140.000 vehicles and 20.000 trucks per day . Given the media
reports, an increase of traffic can be expected for the period. But figures for 2017 were not available during time
of writing of this analysis. As already stated, passengers had to use busses between the cities of Rastatt and
Baden-Baden, which increased highway traffic on top of the trucks carrying freight as discussed later. Flixbus, a
German bus operator reported an increase of 20% in demand for its bus service between Karlsruhe and
2
Switzerland .
Most freight customers that could not wait until the railway service is re-established used trucks to carry their
3
goods . A choice already made in the early phase of the incident when it was not clear that the suspension
would last until October. First estimations stated that the track would be reopened by the end of August. This
was later extended to the beginning of October. The amount of trucks overloaded a freight station in Weil am
Rhein close to the border to Switzerland. A traffic jam going back to the Autobahn made the highway congested
4
for almost 6 hours with no traffic passing at all .

6.2.2.3

Primary effect on water traffic

Where applicable, water transportation was used as a diversion for goods to be transported. There were no
reports of a significant amount of passengers using ships instead of trains after the ground subsidence. The
harbour of Basel (Switzerland) and Weil am Rhein (Germany) reported that the amount of dispatched freight
containers has doubled since the railway tracks were closed. Including the goods that cannot be shipped in
5
containers, the harbour reached his maximum capacity and could not handle additional freight units . Also in
the harbour of Rotterdam (the Netherlands), an effect was noticeable, as many trains that normally go through
the closed section start from there. Given a linear distance between Rastatt and Rotterdam of 430 km, this is a
great extent of the area of effect for this incident.

6.2.2.4

Secondary Effects
6

Experts suspected that supply restrictions on groceries and pharmaceuticals were possible , which are
considered critical infrastructures in Germany. Fortunately, the apprehension has not been confirmed during
the 51-day shutdown of the railroad. The reason might be that sufficient alternative routes for these goods were
available in time or that the fraction of these goods that were transported via train was small enough not to
threaten supply quality.
There were no reports from other parts of the economy about severe consequences due to the incident. Such
consequences could be reduction or stall of production due to the lack of upstream products or filled up
storage, as final products could not be shipped.

6.2.2.5

Conclusions from the Rastatt incident

The closure of the railway tracks near Rastatt for 51 days due to subsiding surface had noticeable
consequences for the critical infrastructure of transportation. Passengers mainly used road traffic as an
alternative, while freight transport tried to continue their business by splitting into alternative train routes, as well
as road and water transportation. Thus, the cause of the main effect was transportation customers looking for
alternatives to reach their destination. Secondary effects were scarcely noticeable, but reports might become
available in the future when companies had the time to sum up their loss or publish their yearly results.

1

http://www.bast.de

2

https://www.swr.de/swraktuell/bw/karlsruhe/bahnstrecke-bei-rastatt-gesperrt/-/id=1572/did=20087434/nid=1572/jax35i/index.html

3

https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article167870629/Das-Streckennetz-der-Bahn-ist-eine-gigantische-Baustelle.html

4

https://www.swr.de/swraktuell/bw/suedbaden/gueterabfertigung-weil-am-rhein-umschlagbahnhof-voll-verkehrskollaps//id=1552/did=20243382/nid=1552/1erffa5/index.html
5

https://www.swr.de/swraktuell/bw/suedbaden/rheinhafen-in-basel-container-umschlag-hat-sich-verdoppelt//id=1552/did=20252594/nid=1552/1nbcrd5/index.html
6

https://www.swr.de/swraktuell/bw/nach-sperrung-der-rheintalstrecke-auf-diesen-strecken-rollt-der-gueterverkehr//id=1622/did=20114236/nid=1622/1a9pg3e/index.html
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The analysis shows that our economy and society was prepared and exhibited the necessary flexibility to
mitigate the consequences of the incident and limit it to the transportation sector. Still, transportation was
stressed, but not overloaded. The incident shows that transportation is able to compensate for such a
shutdown. As the reason for the incident was construction work, we can infer that the location was not
deliberately chosen to cause as much harm as possible, as this would most likely be done when performing a
cyberattack. Additionally, the attacker is not limited to attack a single target. With a cyberattack, it is possible to
threaten multiple targets at once. For the investigated scenario an additional outage at the alternative Alp
transit route via the Brenner Pass or Autobahn A5 that runs parallel to the Rheintalbahn, would most certainly
have had amplified the consequence more than an independent occurrence of one of the suggested incidents.
Furthermore, an elaborated analysis of the railway system might quarry points where such failure or attack
might not be as easily mitigated. It is still necessary to enhance the protection level of our critical infrastructures
and in particular the railway system, in order to avoid the aftermath of financial loss, delays, and loss in
customer repudiation.
Making the railway signalling system more resilient against human-triggered failures and cyberattacks will help
to reduce the chance of such an outage to appear. The CIPSEC framework enhances the resilience by making
information about the system’s security state available through its information gathering architecture
(Acquisition Layer, Detection Layer, Data Processing Layer and Presentation Layer). The system is e.g.
scanned for malware and vulnerabilities to uncover weaknesses. Means to detect ongoing attacks are available
with honeypots and gathering the information from other CIPSEC solutions. Attacks can be forensically
analysed to learn from an attack and improve the system. Cryptographic services like secure storage and
strong authentication defend the system against intruders. All the gathered and processed information is
immediately made available to the operators to help them understand what is going on in their system. CIPSEC
provides a training service for the operators and contingency plans to maintain operation in case of an attack.
Overall, CIPSEC as a whole defends against many typical threats to critical infrastructures and with that
supports the availability of the systems components and important nodes (i.e. stations). Thus, it ensures that
outages similar to the Rastatt incident but caused by attackers are fend off.
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6.3 Cascading effects analysis current situation Hospital
Regardless of this project and with the aim of minimizing the impact of any potential attack, the hospital already
applies some pre-established security policies:
-

The traditional systems constituted by all Windows or Mac (user’s PCs and Servers) terminals pass
through the IT department where they are modelled according a pre-established IT departmental
‘configuration process’ procedure. That includes the installation of a SYMANTEC antivirus, their
inclusion in a Windows Active Directory and the restriction of their administrator permissions

-

The rest of OT devices, both medical and non-medical, that have their own proprietary operating
system and do not offer the chance of being protected with standard tools, are not subjected to the
direct supervision of the IT department and consequently the previous measures are not being applied.
The updates of their firmware, and, the introduction of centralized user names and passwords policies
are being controlled indirectly just through perimetral protections such as Firewalls to minimize the
effect of any possible security cracks.

6.3.1 Analysis of the effects over the Infrastructure
For the analysis of cascading effects, the current hospital’s architecture is depicted in Figure 16

Figure 16 - Architecture of the hospital network
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The main cascading effects on the infrastructure, taking into account the Hospital architecture described in
section 5 may be summarized as follows:
1. Any failure allowing some kind of malicious access in both firewalls (FW lan and FW internet) or any attack
coming from the Internet side such as DoS, DDoS, sniffing or other cyber attacks can affect to the whole
system and make some part of the architecture to fail. Therefore a strong firewall is needed without any
failure. Although HCB has a security system, a perimetral firewall (FW internet) to protect against this type
of attack, it is always possible not to have the rules properly configured or not to have the signatures on the
IPS/IDS modules to protect the equipment against the zero-day attacks.
2. All the virtual servers must be protected, otherwise any software, virtualization failure and malicious access
in any one of them can affect the whole servers because these servers are interconnected.
3. It is important to have well protected the user PCs which have access to the Internet as well as to corporate
servers and all the IoT devices. If any of them are compromised by an infection via the Internet, it poses a
threat to all servers.
4. A directed attack (local or remote) to a medical equipment or an IoT device could affect other equipments
connected to the same VLANs.

6.3.2 Analysis of the effects over the Service
6.3.2.1

First test area (medical site)

These are the most dangerous effects due to their direct link with the patients and/or their treatments.
1. A directed attack, local or remote, to a particular medical equipment can affect another imaging,
therapeutic or vital support device punctually connected to the same VLAN, either forcing it to
display incorrect values which may imply wrong decision-making for health professionals or
originating a malfunction that endangers the life of the patient.
2. Loss of connectivity of one of the equipments would cause lack of data capture and deficiency in
central monitoring, ie remote patient monitoring. In this case, the cascade effect would be that a
system integrated by several equipments is left without functionality by the disconnection of one of
such chained equipments.
3. Direct consequences over a patient treatment could be caused by some sort of malicious
manipulation, for example in some therapeutical devices like respirators or infusion pumps
responsible of the medications administration, or also by the lack of continuum in the patient’s vital
signs monitoring in a Critical Care Unit

6.3.2.2

Second test area (IoT devices deployed into clinical sites)

1. Any IoT devices such as camera, Ipad, smart server, etc., in Pilot side, must be protected against
any cyber attack such as DoS , DDoS, etc., otherwise any attack, of the same type as described in
point 1, in these devices can compromise the whole system and patient’s information can be
leaked.
2. Any failure in the smart server or I/O module can compromise the lighting system in the room. It
could be possible not being able to perform scheduled interventions in the operating rooms due to
a failure on its lighting.
3. Any compromise in camera and camera server can affect the real-time patient remote monitoring of
the Nursing Department and/or give the attacker the access to the use of these cameras to
monitor, redirect and store the patient images.
4. The innappropiate access to the personal computers connected to the video streaming hardware
(IP codec) deployed inside some operational environments (mainly operating theatres) could permit
to gain access to images of patients undergoing medical procedures and staff.

6.3.2.3

Third test area (IoT devices deployed in non-directly clinical sites)

1. Any compomise in RFID and/or biometric access devices can affect the authentication of an
unauthorized person to enter in a restricted area. The attackers can use biometric informations to
authenticate themselves or others into restricted areas.
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2. Any interruption, compromising or eavsdropping on the communication devices could divuldge
private patient’s or staff’s information.
3. It could be possible not being able to perform scheduled interventions in the operating rooms due
to a failure on its climate systems.
4. Any failure in VOIP server compromises the hospital communications.
5. Any direct attack to temperature sensors, their RFID reuters and the temperature central monitoring
system can affect biological samples, medicines or medical stuff which is kept in fridges and
refrigerators distribuited among the hospital.
6. Videoconferences, as are being used to make remote meetings among different medical
departments, could occasionate missmatches in the daily plannings and patient interventions.
7. Cameras storage server must be protected against cyber attacks otherwise any failure gives
access to the attackers to the stored or real-time video, enabling the possibility to copy or erase
them plus the opportunity to execute a ramsomware activity. This, for example, could prevent the
availability of the images taken in scenarios where there have been thefts or assaults.

As any major tertiary health institution, the hospital counts with several thousands of electromedical and nonelectromedical devices from multiple types of brands, models and configurations, distributed among distinct
geographic areas, some of them working in a stand-alone condition but mostly operating in conjunction with
others in local area networks in order to be accessible to several hundred of users, share resources and
peripherals, access to the same electronic health records (EHR), application programs and data storage
servers, interchange medical parameters, ...
Besides, those equipments, are installed in buildings that count with other thousands of non-clinical devices
operating in parallel in similar conditions: HVAC, sensors, elevators, RFID readers, security cameras, home
automation systems, videoconferences,
While there are significant benefits for care delivery and organizational efficiency from the expanded use of
networked technology, internet-enabled medical devices and electronic databases for clinical, financial and
administrative operations, networked technology and greater connectivity also increase exposure to possible
cybersecurity threats that require hospitals to evaluate and manage new risks.
Through this project, it will be able to help modelling the European hospital scenario, facilitating the
development and later testing of new hardware and software products that could allow us to secure these
health facilities against possible attacks without compromising the enormous possibilities offered by the
integration and remote access of medical and non-medical devices or limiting the development of new custom
made solutions that do not require an exclusive dependency of a single manufacturer.
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7 Conclusion
Critical infrastructures and cascading effects have different meanings depending on the domain of
competence.There are a number of key features to consider such as:







Components of a system.
The interactions between these components.
Territorial and temporal boundaries.
Domain and environment in which interactions between components and between the environment
and components occur.
The system infrastructure.

The need to monitor, measure and checking and setting countermeasures must take into account the
connectivity of the system. Therefore, it is increasingly necessary to adopt security by design and no longer
by default what may, however, entail new costs associated with this new approach.
Costs may arise from several factors, including those resulting from the addition of new components, time
lags, any service disruptions that may be planned or not.
In other words, it is necessary to carry out an in-depth risk management activity to keep pace with
technological developments and require a systemic vision that takes into account all aspects.
As can be seen from the document, the critical infrastructures are very different from one another and hence
the problems that may occur are as diverse as the cascading effects that can be purely computerized (CSI
and HCBP cases) or logistics (DB case).
For example, in order to meet the privacy and security needs, HCPB has in the past opted for disconnection
of operating units from the rest of the hospital network by parameterizing the access of health and IT
operators. However, this enucleation of the systems may have several side effects due to the need to transfer
patient information between departments of the same hospital.
In addition, a solution for dealing with these problems and ensuring full operation can be seen by the adoption
of full and complete connectivity between departments, but this may also cause security problems other than
those that need to be addressed in a closed system.
Using a compromise system does not, however, guarantee the resolution of privacy and security issues.
The various solutions that make up CIPSEC could facilitate the management of the AQDRS network adopted
by improving the securitization of the transmitted data, constantly controlling access and verifying the integrity
of the data contained in the folders and used in the health rooms.
Among the various solutions proposed below are a series of case studies:





Through the use of Atos XL-SIEM and the FORTH Honeypot, logs derived from the CI can be
thoroughly analysed, while securitization cards can allow encrypted data and HD data to be
encrypted.
The use of the Jamming Detector detects intrusion attempts on wireless networks and hence can
avoid the compromise of interconnected devices by malicious attacks.
The use of an updated antivirus can prevent evasive attacks brought to the CI from spreading to the
entire IT structure and affecting the proper functioning of medical devices.
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In the next document D3.8, we will try to extend the concept of infrastructure analysis from the point of view of
the intra and inter dependencies. The use of certain tools able to guarantee greater reliability and continuity of
the service, such as those offered by the CIPSEC framework, determines higher levels of dependability.
Through the use of simulations such as those based on agent-based models, it is possible to identify the
advantages of solutions for the protection of ICT environments by artificially recreating, for example, situations
of use with and without anti-virus defence applications.
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